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PRESS RELEASE N° 2
25è WORLD STARS FOOTBALL MATCH
A.S STAR TEAM FOR THE CHILDREN / F1 DRIVERS
The most important information a few days from the return of F1 on European soil is the Fernando Alonso
announcement that he would not be at the start of the Monaco Grand Prix, having decided to participate in the "
500 Miles of Indianapolis ", wishing to add to his already rich prize list a new title. It's the British Jenson Button
who will replace him during the Monaco weekend.
For the first event that launches the weekend dedicated to motorsports in the Principality of Monaco, it's the
Brazilian Felippe Massa who will replace Fernando Alonso as team captain of the F1 drivers who will play the
football match on Tuesday, May 23 at the Stadium Louis II of Monaco.
A very special guest :
Tania Cagnotto, the Italian diver will be the "Guest Star" of the evening. Sacred several times European
champion, Tania Cagnotto was vice-world champion on two occasion with Francesca Dallapé. Her parents,
Giorgio
Cagnatto
and
Carmen
Casteiner
are
both
high
level
divers.
Tania announced that she would be present to support this great charity event, un,less modified her schedule or
a reservation from her sports federation.
On June 22nd, 2013, she won a silver medal in Rostock, and equal the number of medals held by the Russian
Dmitri Sautin, record that she beats on August 20th 2014 in the European championships in Berlin by winning
the 1m springboard gold medal. On 23rd, she won another gold medal with Francesca Dallapé, their 6th
consecutive title, then the day after the 3m springboard silver medal. On July 28th 2015, she becomes for the
first time, the 1m spingboard world-champion being ahead of the two Chinese Shi Tingmao and He Zi.
She confirms at the European level winning in London the 1m springboard 2016 title, adding the 3m
springboard. With her longtime accomplice Francesca Dallapé, she wins in synchronized a third title during her
last European championships and receives the day of her 31st birthday, the reward of "the best diver of the LEN
Championships (the best male diver being Thomas Daley). With these three titles, she collects 20 European gold
medals.
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